... my dream
My background

Engineer

Designer / Film maker

Educator / Researcher
(Educational Technology, Creativity, Teacher Education)

School Board Member

Parent
I like to play
Wordplay
a form of
it is playing with
Ambigrams allow you to
playing with ideas of
and
beauty & magic
playing with
Ambiguity
GOOD
and
Balance
Halphabet I
rotate and/or reflect the 13 letters here to create the other 13, and complete the alphabet. note: each letter can be used only once.
rotate and/or reflect the 13 letters here to create the other 13, and complete the alphabet. note: each letter can be used only once.
Halphabet II
rotate and/or reflect the 13 letters here to create the other 13, and complete the alphabet. note: each letter can be used only once.
rotate and/or reflect the 13 letters here to create the other 13, and complete the alphabet. note: each letter can be used only once.
Wordplay &
mathematics
Zero
Of Math and Art
Gaurav Bhatnagar
Geometrical transformations
Rotation
Reflection
praise
blame
right
Translation
Zoom/Scaling
pause
split-personalities
hair/king

air
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donut/plum

donut

l

lum

donut

tuesday/july

tuesday

uly

donut/plum

boast/longer

boast

oast

nger

tuesday/july

Down/open

Down

own

own

open

pen

slow/can

slow

low

an

open

fe

an
Zooming into infinity
p a i l s e
The idea of the fractal
Benoit B. Mandelbrot
Other symmetries
triangle
Triplets
The goal... to reveal the
hínday
beauty
making your own...
How to start?

Learn to play
Learn to look
Doodle A LOT
Remember

Letters are flexible...

...but not too much!
Must be legible
Let's Play
herbery
Thank you!
By
punyamishra.com
punya.mishra@asu.edu